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CHAPTER I 
THE IirmODUCTIOH 
CHAPTKB I 
fg» ITOODUCTlOfl 
The world of today Is a world that requires more and more know¬ 
ledge of the people living in it. Science has Improved the standard 
of living, hat is has also Introduced many technical and complicated 
problems. Throu# the indention* of science, the countries of the 
world here been brought into closer contact with each other than ever 
before. Two great ware hare only recently provided the stimulus for 
new advance in the fields of science, philosophy, and government. As 
a result of these great advances, the student of today is faced with 
an ever growing body of knowledge that is necessary in order to live 
a harry and contented life In thle world. The schools are now being 
called upon to teach thle ever increasing body of knowledge. 
It is the task of education to guide the development of the stu¬ 
dents entrusted to its care. The schools must prepare the children of 
our age to take their place in thle high speed world we live In. The 
schools must answer the challenge of society to produce men capable of 
thinking for leadership, to produce men with the technical ability to 
run this complicated world system, and above all to produce men capable 
of living in this world. The problems facing the educators are great 
both in number and complexity. Sometimes one wonders whether the wis¬ 
dom of Solomon, the mind of tinn&eus and the ability of Einstein would 
be sufficient training to live in the world of today. The task, dif¬ 
ficult and com lex as it may be. is the property of the educators. 
What are we to teach the student? What must he know in order to 
take his place In society? Specifically, these would be difficult 
3 
questions to answer. Vs can say, la a general sense, that one of our 
fundamental assumptions should he to teach inore than w are teaching 
at the present ties. This does not mean that we are to redouble our 
efforts by lecturing twice ae long, by cowering twice ae iaich material, 
or by assigning twice as much outside work. It means that we must fol¬ 
low the age that we live In* We must seek better and more accurate 
methods to do our job* We must discard the obsolete and stress the 
improved methods of instruction* 
Of the many new methods that have been introduced to do this job 
the method of using visual aids in teaching has probably gained a more 
permanent place than most of the others* Technically, visual aids have 
been in use since the time of the erude drawings of the cave men, but 
here we are referring to that particular ty a of visual aid that is the 
exclusive property of the modern age, the projection machine* 
Different types of projection machines have been in use for at 
least a generation now, and by the chronologies! standards of our age - 
that it ample time for them to have had a fair trial* targe research 
organisations are constantly analysing the results of the use of theee 
machines* So far, they are agreed that when these machines are handled 
in the correct manner they are of great value to both the student and 
the teacher* 
As Is usually the ease, the larger municipalities have furnished 
a great proportion of the material for these surveys* The results are 
available to all who are interested enoxifjn to inquire after them, but 
these results are too often of a large nature, embracing the country 
4 
or a group of state*, or son* equally largo group. The* present problem 
Is concerned specifically with the hl/rfi schools of Massachusetts, and 
cohere In published form can there he found the specific material col- 
lected in thle problem. There la no surrey which can tell high school 
administrators what Massachusetts and the educators of this ^tate think 
about these new aids to methodology, -Towhere ia there to be found the 
answer to the question as to the amount of money that the high schools 
in thle State have Invested In projection equipment. Nowhere Is there 
to be found the answer as to Aether the high school administrators of 
this State are satisfied with their present projection equipment or 
whether they would like more of this equipment. From these, and simi¬ 
lar questions, this problem grew. 
CKCTK3 H 
oDnnre or procetukjs 
chaffs n 
outlier ot 
The outline of procedure tot forth in thie chapter it the general 
picture of the procedure that termed to beet fit thit particular prob¬ 
lem, 
Statement of Problem — Briefly the problem it thie* To 41 scorer 
the ttatue of projection equipment in the hl&i eohoole of Massachusetts 
at the present time, and to discover, if possible, what the administra¬ 
tors of these high schools think the statue should be. The problem 
seems broad, but It will be narrowed down and crystallised into plain 
facte concerning projection equipment in this state which oan be easily 
grasped and which will give at least a true Indication of \diat is sought. 
Methods To Be Used — Had it been possible, an interview with each 
hlj£i school visual aids director would have bera preferable, lack of 
time end facilities however made it necessary to be content with send¬ 
ing a questionnaire to the visual aide directors# A copy of this ques¬ 
tionnaire may be found in Appendix XT, The questionnaire was sent to 
a representative sampling of one hundred of the two hundred fifty Massa¬ 
chusetts high schools. Seventy of these high schools were kind enough 
to return the questionnaires and this problem will be concerned only 
with the material obtained from these seventy high schools, 
for the number of different pieces of projection equipment the 
information on the questionnaires would be adequate. There remained 
the problem of how much this equipment cost, and it probably would have 
been impossible In many cases for a variety of reasons to obtain thie 
information from the high schools. This price information was omitted 
- 7- 
froia the questionnaire and another source was consulted for the deeired 
information. 
?rlce Information — To obtain the average amount of money invested 
by each hi#i school it was necessary to know the cost of the different 
typo* of projectors that were listed on the questionnaire, Ihe high 
schools could not he relied on for this information, mainly because 
prices hare changed considerably since most of the echools purchased 
their equipment, Therefore, the averages given further on in this prob- 
» 
lea were based on the current prices of this equipment. To got as ac¬ 
curate an average at possible, seventeen of the best known manufacturers 
of projection equipment answered inquiries for price infonaatloa with 
up-to-date prlco lists. These manufacturers are listed in Appendix I. 
It was encouraging to note that most of the companies mentioned by the 
, ■ - , 
schools on the returned questionnaires are included in this list, 
0»Ml&g a Bowra—ntatlT, Sacmllag — *o liwure * tru» r,pr,«mta- 
tive sampling the state was divided by an imaginary line tunning north 
and south throu^ the city of Worcester. All cities and towns including 
and west of Worcester were arbitrarily considered to be In Western 
Massachusetts, While all cities and towns east of this line were con¬ 
sidered to be in Eastern Massachusetts, the total number of high schools 
> 
in these two areas were used as the basis for sending a proportionate 
number of questionnaires to Eastern and Eastern Massachusetts, These 
high schools were further divided into three groups; Group A, cities. 
Group B, towns of over five thousand population, and Group C# towns of 
under five thousand population. The number of questionnaires sent to 
each group* was determined by the auaber of hi# schools In the three 
respective groups. It Is hoped that In this wsy all the three wain 
groups in the state are fairly represented la the results of this prob¬ 
lem An attewnt was also wads to choose the hi# schools on an iwcnrtlal 
basis so that there weald bo no advantage given to ths wore progressive 
schools which use projection equipnent on a larger scale, The follow¬ 
ing chapters aro the result of the nethoda and the procedure outlined 
la this chapter. 
<*) Hereafter, the three groups will be designated ae above. 
Group A, cities, Group B, toms over five thousand population, Group 
C, towns under five thousand population. 
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SIOT? AHD mm MOTIOI? PICTURE PROJECTORS 
Vhea visual aids are mentioned most peoole thlidr of the motion 
picture projector* This 1® probably because it 1* the moot univeiv 
t • T " \ « . 2 ; ) • . , » . 
sally used la the hi^Jb schools. Tor this reason, this type of projec¬ 
tor will he discussed first* In this chapter vo will discuss prices, 
distribution, and other pertinent fee tors concerning thie type of pro- 
Jeetor* 
Prices of Silent and Sound Projectors — The prices of both sound 
end silent projectors vary greatly. Table I, shown below, illustrates 
the great range of prices for this particular piece of equipment and 
a few of the prices submitted by different manufacturers. 
TA&1& I 
Partial X#lst of Trices Submitted by Manufacturers Showing the 
Range of Prices for Round and Silent Motion Projectors* 
SOOTH) PROJECTORS SILX7JT PROJECTORS 
S600 $312 
500 261 
V55 175 
U15 150 
3**5 1U5 
987 127 
995 120 
11 
According to Table I the range in price of both sound and silent 
projector* is sell over one hundred per cent, silent projector* ranging 
from one hundred twenty dollar* to three hundred twelve dollar*, and 
sound projector* ranging from two hundred twenty-five dollar* to *1* 
hundred dollar** There are many reasons for this wide range* Disre¬ 
garding ©ay economic discussion of competition end method* of reduc¬ 
tion ussd by the different maisafacturer*, the chief explanation for 
this wide variance is tha fact that raaay of the projectors were made 
to serve different purposes. Tor exannl©, the li$it-wel^it projectors 
on the market are much lower priced than the heavier, more permanent 
types* Reject or* which are used only occasionally for home movies ars 
constructed of much lighter and less durable material and consequently 
are lower priced* The never of the illumination, the len* syetem, the 
speaker attachments, *11 tend to raise or lower the purchase price* 
Thee* factors, however, do not seriously alter the validity of the 
average prices arrived at in this problem because the average of four 
hundred thirty-one dollars for sound -‘rejectors, and on© hundred seventy- 
six dollars for silent projectors is approximately the some ~ric© that 
most of the schools have paid for the projectors that they ay* using 
today* 
Itttaai teMJte jam JSaUaa— *rfor*l0- 
mitring into projectors it is boot to decide first what use is to be 
made of the projector* It is important In choosing the proper lea# 
system to know whether the projector will be used mostly in small 
classrooms or in largo auditorium* If the projector is constantly 
to be moved about from room to room, the compactness, weight, and 
12 
portability of the machine becomes immediately of prime Importance* 
Xn many school* a students1 club for operating projectors Is set up* 
Frequently, there will he no expert on hand to handle the more compli¬ 
cated type* of projectors, and for this reason simplicity la mechanism 
and design is necessary eo that the machine may he operated hy a stu¬ 
dent or teacher with a minimum amount of training* Host of the motion 
picture projectors can he operated on A.C. or B.C. current, however, 
it will do no harm to ascertain whether or not the projector is suited 
to the power setup in the school for vhieh it is being purchased, for 
purposes of bettor illumination at great distances, some manufacturers 
produce a very fine projector that uses an electric arc as its source 
of illumination in place of the bulb, Vor all practical purposes in 
the high school the bulb will provide sufficient illumination, 
Bonwat JMJMrtVw i&,%? — in t»m« XI, the number 
of projectors and tbolr approximate value is listed for the throe groups 
of high schools. 
TABLE XI 
Total dumber of Motion Projectors and Thsir Talus as Reported by 
the Seventy High Schools in ths Survey Distributed Among* 
Category 
Sou oM 
Schools. 
'Mo* of Sound 
Projectors Value 
So. of Silent 
Projectors ?*i»e 
Croup A 13 18 * 7.75* 7 $1,282 
Croup B 25 30 12,980 l4 2,46k 
Group 0 32 3>* lU,6^t k 704 
Total TO «2 35.342 25 4,4oo 
13 
From Tabla H it it noted that the number of sound cot inn picture 
projectors le much larger than the number of silent projectors. There 
Is more than eight times the money invested in sound projectors than 
there le in silent. This is probably due to the versatility of the 
sound as compared with the silent projector. Hot only does the sound 
projector bring into play the tense of hearing, thus enhancing the value 
of the motion picture, but the sound projector has the added advantage 
of being able to show both sound and ellont films whereas the ellent 
projector can show only silent films. 
What the Administrators Consider Adequate — Table 111 shows what 
the administrators of these seventy hi#i schools consider as adequate 
motion picture projectors for their schools. 
TABLE III 
Total Humber of Motion Picture Projectors and Their Talus Indi¬ 
cated as Adequate for the Seventy High Schools. 
C»t**8*jr 
#o. of 
Schools 
Bo. of Sound 
Projectors Value 
Bo. of Silent 
Projectors Value 
Group A 13 24 *10,3144 7 *1,232 
Group B 25 36 15,51s 15 2,940 
Group G 32 57 15,9fc7 4 704 
Total TO 97 41,807 26 4.576 
ly comparing Table XX with Table XXI it ie noted that the schools 
of all three groups favor a substantial increase in the number of sound 
motion picture projectors in the hi$s schools. At the same time, ho*, 
ever, the schools unanimously Indicate that there is no desire for an 
Increase in the number of silent projectors. This fact is significant 
in determining the direct ion in vhieh the trend is going with regard 
to the notion picture projector. The figures from the seventy hi 
schools Indicate a desired increase of approximately sixteen per cent 
in the number of sound notion picture projectors. At least in these 
seventy schools, there le agreement by the administrators that an liv* 
crease in the number of silent projectors Is unnecessary. 
- f ■ .f ■■ 
CHAPTER IT 
PIIK STRIP, 2" x 2” SEISE, Alffl CaaBISIATIOB PROJECTORS 
■ 
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CKAFTKH IV 
rim STRIP, 2« x 2* SUBS, A30) CO*iBXflATXQH PROJECTORS 
The principle of the elide projector le not new, the lantern elide 
and stereoscope haring been in use In the school* for some time now. 
The principle hae be<*n put to new use* however, in the development of 
new types of elide projectore. 
DoaorlnUon of th««a i'ro.lectora — Th« 2" * 2" elide projector 
makes possible the projection of positive development# of any pictures 
that the teacher say wish to take with a camera. This projector is 
extremely versatile and can be adapted to email rooms or large audito¬ 
riums simply by a change in the lens system. It is small and li/tfit In 
wei|£*t, thus It is easily transported from one room to another. Its 
operation is extremely simple and It gives the teacher the advantage 
of keeping one picture before the class on the screen as long as hs 
desires. The Instructor can lecture on the slides or. If desired, he 
can procure a sound attachment and use recorded dlses prepared to ac¬ 
company the slides. The film strip projector gives the same effect as 
the individual slides plus having the advantage that the pictures are 
arranged in logical sequence which enables the teacher to show them as 
rapidly or as slowly as desired. Some of the manufacturers have com¬ 
bined the advantages of the elide and film strip projectors into one 
machine which can project both types. Table 1? shows the price range 
of these types of projectors according to the price# that were received 
from manufacturers of these specific types of projectors. This table 
shows that the range is quite large. 
17 
TAHLB IV 
Shout the ago of Prices for the Different Type* of 2* x 2* 
Projectors. 
a" x a" slid. 
Projector 
2* * a» VllB Strip 
Projector 
i 
2* x 2" Combination 
Slide and Strip 
*295 $90 $110 
a**5 80 80 
195 68 70 
181 65 65 
155 h$ 6o 
63 31 50 
55 27 
36 25 
The explanation for the large difference between the price ex¬ 
tremes It almost the tame as was given la Chapter II explaining the 
difference in price in the sound motion picture projectors. The 
type of lent used, the type of material from which the machine was 
constructed, and the ourpoae for which the machine was made all contri¬ 
bute to the vide price differential that it evident in Table IV, The 
film strip and the combination projectors are relatively new, and there 
hat been little time for any great differentiation by the manufacturers 
in producing these machine a. The prices of the film ttrip and combina¬ 
tion projectors ore therefore almost identical no matter which company 
it consulted for their price on theee particular projector*. 
Th» Fmtent Situation In tha Hl<a> School* — TaM.* T shows the 
number of these projectors and their total mine that are in use In 
the high schools at the present tine* 
TABLS Y 
Shove the ftonher of Different Types of Still Projectors in Use 
in the Seventy High Schools at the Present Time and Their Total Value* 
Category 
So. of Slide 
Projectors 
Bo. of Ml® strip 
Projector* 
Wo* of Combination 
Projectors 
Group A 3 5 13 
Group B 5 5 21 
Group C 1 6 16 
Total Humber 9 IB 52 
Total Value *1.352 *l,oog 
This table ehotrs that there are wore of the combination projector# 
In use presently than there are either of the other types. It should 
alee he noted that the total amount of money invested in the corabiaa~ 
tion projector is proportionately lover than that invested in the 
slide projectors, thus hinting strongly that the tv© factors of usabi¬ 
lity plus lov cost are combining to favor the purchase of the combina¬ 
tion rather than either of the other tvo types. 
what tha Administrators Consider *4*>m&* — h«rtne a«co*u 
talned the present status of the slide projectors, it is desirable to 
see vhat the administrators of these schools vould like in their schools 
19 
in order to hare idiet they consider adequate still picture projection 
coverage* Table VI shove what the attain! stratore Indicated as adequate 
for their school®. 
TABUS VI 
Shove the Projection Equipment for Still Tictures that the Ad. 
ministrators Would Like to have in rheir school*, the Total Value 
of this Equipment, plus the Individual breakdown. 
Category 
Ho. of Slide 
Projectors 
86. of Vila Strip 
Projectors 
Mo. of Combination 
Projectors 
i 
Group A 7 9 a 
Group B 7 7 26 
Group C 5 IS 27 
Total Bussber 19 32 76 
Total Value *2.850 *1,790 *5.320 
Table VI shove that the desired increase in the number of all 
three of theee still picture projector# ie considerable, but the de¬ 
sired increase la combination nrojectors is outstanding. The schools 
» 
have indicated a desire to increase the number of these combination 
projectors by fifty per cent. This is a greater increase than they 
indicated in motion picture projectors. This seemingly overwhelming 
demand for mors of these combination projectors can probably b© explained 
by three reasons. In the first place, this projector is li^ht, port¬ 
able, and can do the work of both the other types of still picture 
projectors, la the second place* the low cost of this machine, averse* 
• 3D - 
j , ♦ 
' . v. • . { 
lag about eaventy dollar, would enable the administrators to purchase 
about five of thes* for the coot of oao motion picture projector. In 
the third place, this projector Me only recently arrived on the scene 
and the school systems have not had time to become felly acquainted 
with it. Add to these roaeons the features of ease of operation, aim- 
/ 
plieity of mechanism, one© of repair and it is not too difficult to 
eee Why this combination projector, which does two Jobe in oao machine, 
is bofdnnin# to enjoy the success it ie now attaining. Tron the figures 
we have aeon, this type of projector la just coming into Its own in the 
hii#i schools of Kassachueette, 
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The tv© types of projector© mentioned in the preceding chapters 
are by fa* the most generally used in the high schools today. It 
would he unfair, however, to disregard the mention of at least a few 
other types ’which are used to such an extent ae to make their Inclu¬ 
sion in thle problem worthwhile, 
lantern glide Projectors — The lantern elide projector, some¬ 
time* referred to ae the baloptieon or the dellneaeoope, le one of the 
earliest end met useful aide to visual education. The slides are easy 
to make, are inexpensive to rent, cr-s he easily colored, give a clearer 
image at greeter distances than any other medium of projection, and will 
not buckle or curl vhen exposed to extreme heat. In this last respect, 
the lantern elide projector i« a more practical instrument than the 
film strip projectors. 
Opacue Prelectors — Opaque projectors ere excellent aids in pre¬ 
senting a wide variety of educational subjects. The material that can 
he projected in this maimer is almost unlimited and the cost is prac¬ 
tically nothing. Almost any object, from book pages to hand drawn, 
teacher made illustrations can bs shown by this method, either in 
darkened rooms or under .daylight conditions. 
The screen receives only such light a« can be reflected by the 
photograph, pago or object thoi in being shown. Consequently, the 
projectod image is not as bright as in the case of the transparent 
glass slides, and for this reason it Is beet to use this projector in 
a darkened room. 
Overhead ^.lectors — All these different projectors had one 
noticeable draVbc.dc. Although by not using sound attachments the teach- 
or could retain his position ac leader of tho class through the use of 
% , % , i . 
hie voice as a guide* he was usually relegated to a pleo© near the pro¬ 
jector In the roar of the room. Addressing the class from this posi¬ 
tion It wee often difficult to roach all the students clearly with hie 
* 
voice. A projector to remedy this situation was eou/^t. 3k© overhead 
* * i 
projector was the answer* 
Uhls projector le constructed co oo to allow the teacher to remain 
at hie poeitlon in the front of the class while the projected object 
appears on a ecreoa above and behind him* 
Distribution and Tfcluo — Table VIX shows the number of these 
three types of projectors that nr© in present use in the seventy hi/di 
schools with the total value for each type of machine* 
TA&XOQ vn 
Show* tli© timber of Lantern Slide* Opaque end Overhead Fro Joe tore 
in use In the Seventy Hi# Schools with tho Total Value of Each iype. 
Category 
Lantern Slide 
Projectors 
Opaque 
Projectors 
Overhead 
Projectors 
Group A 13 12 1 
Group B 16 15 0 
Vrmm C 
w 13 10 1 *• 1 
Total lumber 37 2 
Total Value $4,663 $5,994 $282 
The figure* la Table Til show that the lantern elide and the 
opaque projectors are at present In quite common use in the hl^i 
schools. The overhead projector so far does not seem to have gained 
a place of too much importance. Ifcie may he due to the fact that it 
is relatively new as compared to the other projectors. 
«h*t th. Aflalnlttrator. Con-liter Ademiat. — Tati. Till will giira 
some idea of what the administrators think should he the number of these 
projectors in their schools. 
TAELS Till 
Indicates **hat the Schools Think are an Adequate lumber of Lazw 
tern Sllde9 Opaque and Overhead Projectors, the Total Taluo of this 
Equipment, and the Individual Breakdown. 
Category 
Lantern Slide 
Projectors 
Opaque 
Projectors 
Overhead 
Projectors 
Group A 15 18 3 
Croup E 16 22 3 
Croup C 16 20 5 
Total Humber *»7 6o U 
Total Talus *5. a? $9,?ao $1,551 
A comparison of the figures given in Table TII and in Table Till 
indicate that ae far a# the lantern elide projector ia concerned the 
surveyed schools are of the unanimous opinion that there are at present 
an adequate number of them In use ia the schools. In the case of the 
opaque projector, the schools arc just &« unanimous In their desire 
for an Increase of approximately fifty per cent in the number now la 
use. The few schools who are familiar with the overhead projector 
are very enthusiastic about its possibilities as an aid to better 
teaching. 
• / ■ ■ 
In summing up, the trend seems to be towards increased use of both 
4 
the opaque and the overhead projectors to the extent of about fifty 
per cent in both oases. The present number of lantern slide projec¬ 
tors are agreed upon by all as being adequate. 
Pyioes mm A listing of prices of these projectors may be of value 
to those who ere unfamiliar with their cost. Tabls IX shows a partial 
list of these prices. 
'Mga ix 
A Partial List of Prices of Lantern Slide, Opaque and Overhead 
Projectors Obtained from Manufacturers Price Lists. 
Lantern Slide 
Projectors 
Opaque 
Projectors 
Overhead 
Projectors 
$200 $250 *no 
i6a 210 128 
130 155 110 
U5 150 *5 
SO 100 ?5 
70 
Average ** 111.00 
100 
i6o7oo lUTToo 
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Other Information — The micro-projector was reported by a few 
of the school© as being used, and these schools favored a slight increase 
in the number of projectors of this type. Many of the manufacturers of 
the hi^ier priced projectors aleo produce attachments which enable an 
« 
opaque projector, for example, to convert to shoving film strips and 
2" x 2* slides. Thee© attachments are reasonably priced and do away 
with the necessity for purchasing a new machine which would only be 
used occasionally. Any person interested in these attachments can get 
complete prices and descriptions by writing to any of the larger pro¬ 
ducers of visual equipment listed in Appendix II. 
y •. 
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Tims am saomn 
Screens can be purchased In what amounts to an almost unlimited 
number of sires, type** and makes* Almost all of the largo producers 
of projection eipiipasnt hare at least a small number of screens to of¬ 
fer to the public. $he material that screens are made of is of two 
main kinds; the flat white surface, and the so-called glass beaded 
surface. Host of the writers on visual aids prefer the glass beaded 
type because of its ability to give true reproduction of the projected 
material, and because of its ability to cut out excessive glare. Since 
this survey is concerned primarily with classroom projection, any dis¬ 
cussion of the extreme sixes of screens such as those used in school 
auditoriums will be avoided. Of the classroom type screens, there are 
three main classifications; the tripod, the wall type, and the box 
type or table model. 
PtttmaUon .of Sewn* In the Schools — It 1« »lno«t isroosslM. 
to compute accurately how much money has been Invested In screens, be¬ 
cause all types end sizes wore reported in the survey. About the only 
thing that can be said with any degree of accuracy is that the schools 
reported one hundred seventeen screens in use at the present time and 
they expressed a desire to Increase tMs number to one hundred slxty- 
oight. Some of the schools reported only one screen while others re¬ 
ported as many as fifteen. All three groups of schools indicated a 
desire for an increase of approximately fifty per cent, fhis increase 
may be due to a desire on the part of some of the schools to procure 
a permanent screen for all of their classrooms that are suitable for 
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projection purposes, but this explanation Is at host only an opinion* 
rever-the-less, writers on visual education agree that the heat results 
are obtained fro® projecting films In rooms that are especially desig¬ 
nated and outfitted for that purpose# Whenever possible, teachers pre¬ 
fer to use tholr own classrooms for projection purposes, hence the 
desire for more classroom screens# 
Prices of Screens — As was said In the preceding paragraph, it 
would have been an impossible ta& to compute the amount of money in¬ 
vested in screens at present with any accuracy, the prioes of some 
of the classroom sites of the three main tyoes are listed In Tables 
X, XI # and XII# to give the reader an indication of the cost of screens# 
* 
The tables show the prices of five different companies. All the prices 
under A are from one company, those under B from another, etc# 
TA3L& X 
Prices of the Tripod Type Classroom 31 so Screens 
«1 SO Price A Price B Price C Price » Price 8 Average 
30* x Uo« *10.00 320.00 $18*00 *14.00 *19-00 *16.00 
37" * 50* 27,00 25*00 27.00 27.00 25.00 26.00 
39* * 56* 30.00 22.00 20.00 25.00 27.00 25.00 
U5» * 60* 45.00 35*00 . 30.00 35.00 40.00 37.00 
52" x 70* 45.00 30.00 55.00 45.00 38.00 **2.00 
63" * 8U* 45.00 80.00 96.00 65.00 60.00 69.00 
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TABLS XI 
Price» of classroom size, vail type screens. 
Sirs Price A Price B Price C Price D Price X Average 
37"*50* $14.00 $13.00 *12.00 514.00 14.00 $13.00 
52"x70" 25.00 30.00 07.00 22.00 24.00 25.00 
73**96* 65.00 45.00 65.00 53.00 Ug.oo 55.00 
U5»x60* 16.00 22.00 20.00 20.00 ?5.00 24.00 
63**s4* 43.00 61.00 35.00 5°. 00 40.00 46.00 
70**70" 36.00 45.00 47.00 33.00 41.00 40.00 
14 
TABLR XII 
Prices of classroom else, box typo screens. 
Sise Price A Price B Priee C Price D Price X Average 
22«x30M $ 5.00 $ 8.00 $12.00 $15.00 $23.00 $13.00 
30**30" 27.00 16.00 IB. 00 10.00 18,00 18.00 
36*3^8* 30.00 18.00 27.00 16.00 20.00 22.00 
39**53* 35.00 22.00 25.00 27.00 26.00 27.00 
45**60* Ho. 00 37.00 43.00 41.00 36.00 47.00 
These prices ore not to be misconstrued as the last word. They 
are included only to giro the prospective purchaser of classroom screens 
some general idea of vhat prices ere now prevalent for the different 
•isee and types of classroom screens* 
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Bgft-O.f Motion Picture films — Since the most eoranonly used piece 
of projection equipment is the notion picture projector, it seemed that 
some information on the number of motion picture films need in the hi$i 
schools would he of Interest and value to the administrators of the 
hi£$i schools, therefore, a few questions about the uso of films were 
included on the questionnaire. The answers to those questions are 
shown in Table XIII. 
TABL8 XIII 
dumber of films owned by the seventy schools, the number of films 
they rent per year, the number they could use per year. 
Category 
Ho. of films 
Owned 
Ho. of films 
Bsnted/Tear 
No. of films 
Could Use/Tear 
Group A BOO 1,000 (or more) 
Group B 55 1.315 2,000 (or mors) 
Group C 7 gck 1,100 (or mors) 
Total films 104 2.915 u.100 
Average/school 1.5 Ua 59 
In summarising the context and tables in this chapter, it is noted 
that screens vary widely in price and size* There is a unanimous 
agreement in all three categories of schools to increase the number of 
screens presently in use in the schools. Motion pictures seem to be 
rather scarce in the permanent libraries of Massachusetts Hi^i Schools. 
In ownership of films the cities lead the towns of Group B, while the 
smaller towns of Group C own an insignificant number of films. The 
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seventy school* ars using an average of forty-two films per year la 
each school* and they Indicate that they could use fifty-nine or more 
per year la each school if it were possible to obtain this somber. 
Several of the schools mentioned the fact that they had received ad¬ 
ditional allotments to purchase and rent films for the co ing year, 
f 
Many schools also stated that they hod been granted much larger sums 
for the purpose of baying new projection equipment, These facts all 
point to a substantial increase in the number of films that will be 
used in these schools in the years to come. 
ghapto m 
HXPJUfSIOH IK PHOJKCtlOK 
IK TKI ffTOWT HIGH SCHOOLS 
CKAPTKB YIX 
DK3XRKD 1XPA2ISI0H XH PHQJ&CTI01? K<£JIi*OOT I» THE STOIOT HIGH SCHOOLS 
la this chapter the whole picture presented by the tabulated 
figures ia the preceding chapters vill be presented. The present over- 
all distribution of projection equipment in the seventy high schools 
participating in this surrey and the overall picture of what the ad¬ 
ministrators of these high schools consider adequate projection equip¬ 
ment for their sohoole will be surveyed* Finally the preeent financial 
situation and the desired financial situation with regard to this e- 
qulpnent will be discussed. 
Pftrltmtlon of Projection Swlwwnt — Th. pree.dlng ote>Hr« 
have dealt with projection equipment piece by piece, and have given a 
picture of the situation in regard to each individual type of projec¬ 
tor. How, it is desirable to look at the overall picture that these 
machine* present so that we nay speak la larger terns than just one 
particular piece of equipment. Table XIV gives the overall distribu¬ 
tion at present la the hl*h schools. 
QlstrlMtlon of Jjesired s^.lnmont — Table XXV will help to ap¬ 
proximate what the average high school in each one of the three groups 
has for projection equipment, but it also raises once more the funda¬ 
mental question with which this problem is concerned. That question 
is concerned not so much with the present eltuation, but rather with 
what the situation should be. Table XV shows what the situation would 
be if the schools had all the equipment that the administrators desire 
at the present tins* 
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fj&m xi? 
Ore mil Cictributior of Projection In the Seventy Higfr -chools. 
Category Croup A wTOUp JO Group C Total 
16 MH 3enn& 13 30 3>* S2 
16 KM Silent T lU 4 25 
2* x 2* Slide 3 5 1 9 
2* x 2" Strip 5 5 g IS 
2* x 2* Cowb. 13 21 IS 52 
Lantern Slide 13 16 13 42 
Opaque 12 15 10 37 
Overhead 1 0 1 2 
Speaking now la more general terms. It seems that the greatest In¬ 
crease desired by any one particular group is in Group B. There is, 
however, an obvious desire for an increase in certain projectors by 
all three groups, The high schools on the whole desire an Increase 
of fifteen more motion picture projectors over a present total of 
ei^ity-tvo, which is about a twenty per cent increase. The silent 
projectors seem to have had their day as far as the schools are con¬ 
cerned, for out of the seventy schools in the survey only one indicated 
a desire to have another one of these projectors, This fact Is prob¬ 
ably more easily understood if the reader knows that both sound and 
silent films can be shown with the sound projector while the silent 
projector can show only silent films, Sli#t increases ere evident in 
the 2* x 2* Slide and Film Strip projectors; the great increase in 
- 3$ - 
TABia X? 
The Deslrad Bietribution of Projection Equipment la the Seventy 
Hl^i Schools* 
Item Group A Grout) B Group C Total 
16 m Sound 24 36 37 97 
16 MM silent 7 15 4 26 
2» x 2» Slid* 7 7 5 19 
2* x 2" strip 9 7 16 32 
2* x 2" Court). 21 28 27 76 
Lantern Slide 15 l6 16 47 
Opaque 18 22 20 60 
Overhead 3 3 5 11 
still film projectors Is found, however, In the 2* ar 2" Combination 
SI Ids and Flla Strip projector. There Is Indicated, as shown by Tables 
XX? and XT, an increase of twenty-four projectors over a present total 
of fifty-two* This represents a thirty-three per cent increase in the 
number of Combination projectors presently in use. The lantern slide, 
like the silent projector, showed little increase* The opaque pro¬ 
jector le another instrument that seams to haws crowed ite worth to the 
administrators of the higfc schools* At present there are only thirty- 
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seven of theee projectors in the hi^i schools, but there is an indicated 
desire for sixty of then. This Is an increase of almost ninety per cent, 
and almost all the echools either expreseed their satisfaotion with this 
projector, or indicated that they would like to own one. The overhead 
- 37- 
projector was mentioned by only om or two of the schools. Two schools 
reported owning one, and nine schools indicated a desire to ova one. 
It would ee#» then, from the foregoing facts, that the schools 
are unanimously agreed on which machines are the most important for 
adequate projection coverage in the schools. They all agree that the 
most valuable ere the l6 KM Sound projector, the 2* x 2" combination 
slide and film strip projector, and the opaque projector, *»e must not, 
however, overlo k the fact that there are at present forty-two lantern 
slide projectors in the schools, even though there le no appreciable 
desire for any Increase in this type of projector. How much these 
projectors are used there le no way of knowing, hut at least as far as 
purposes of future expansion of the projection equipment are concerned, 
this projector can for the present he ruled out of any further con¬ 
sideration. 
Financial Investment — Vhen actual figures vhow that seventy high 
ischools In Massachusetts have a total of eighty-two sound projectors, 
fifty-two combination projectors, fortywtwo lantern slide projectors, 
i 
etc., the question of the cost of all this equipment Is raised. Having 
taken the average of several prices sent in by various manufacturers 
and multiplied the total number of each type of projector by the ap¬ 
propriate average, an approximate average value was arrived at for each 
type of projector. Using the same method, the approximate cost of 
ufoat the seventy high schools consider adequate projection equipment 
arrived at. Table Xft giv?>9 these average values. 
— jjfS — 
tmam 
Average Amount of Money Freco zitly Invested la -rejection 'Iquipmeat 
in the Seventy Ri<^i Schools, 
Item 
-0, in the 
School* total Cost 
^0. Schools 
Should Hare total Cost 
16 NX Sound 82 *35.342 97 *41,907 
16 MM Silent 25 4,4oo 26 4.576 
2* x 2" Slide 9 1,390 19 2,850 
2* X 2* Strip 18 1,008 32 1,790 
a** x ?* co»b. 52 3,640 76 5.320 
Lantern Slide 42 4.662 47 5,217 
Opaque 37 5.994 60 9.320 
Overhead 2 282 11 1,551 
total Amount Invested $56,60* $72,931 
Table XVI shows that there is an ore rail investment of fifty-six 
thousand six hundred dollars in the seventy hif#i schools at the present 
tine* Bote aleo, that these schools are in favor of an increase in 
projection equipment which would mean a total expenditure of almost 
another fifteen thousand dollars or about tventy-flve per cent more 
than is at present iavestsd. To interpret these figures further, the 
average tnvestrnent per pupil in these schools is about one dollar fifty- 
fire cents, and the desired equipment would raise this to about two 
dollars. The average investment per school is about el^it hundred 
forty dollars, with the large cities haring the largest expenditure 
» 
and the ssaall towns haring the snallest. 
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Financial Invest:rent for -ush Crou:? — Breaking the financial 
iavostnjent doua into ih© thy©© groups, the cities show a per caplta 
inv^stnant of ninety-on© cents sad a per school investment of one 
thousand one hundred forty-one dollars, 'Eh© tovno in Group B have a 
per capita investment of C;%» dollar eoventy-seven coats and a per school 
invest moot of nine hundred fourteen dollars. The Group C tovns have 
a per capita investment of two dollars ninety-four cents end a per 
school investment of six hundred eighty dollars* Iha reader is 
cautioned against taking the high per capita investment of this last 
group at face value. It must he renumbered that the schools in this 
croup represent less then half the number of pupils that the city 
high schools represent* 
1 * 
CHAPTER Y1II 
SUHMAKT AHD COUCaUJSIOHS 
* > 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMHAHT AID concwjsioirs 
The administrator whose school is just becoming Interested in the 
possibilities of projection as a teaching method would like facts and 
figures on the topic* He wants facts that hit close to home, facts 
that will tell him what his fellow administrators in the state of 
y 
Massachusetts think about all this equipment* An attempt will be made 
to fully answer these questions on the basis of the information that 
this surrey has provided* 
Sob. Pertinent ine.tlon. *nd — 
1* How much money is invested in these seventy hl^i schools ? 
Fifty-six thousand six hundred dollars* 
2. How much money does the average high echo '1 have invested in 
projection equipment? About eight hundred forty dollars* 
3* How many motion picture films do these schools own? One 
hundred four* 
4, How many films do these schools use per year? This question 
is difficult to answer because many of the high schools vary 
the number of films they use each year* but from the infor¬ 
mation we have, the number could be estimated at around three 
thousand films or more per year. 
5* What types of projectors seem to be the most satisfactory and 
practical for classrovn use? 16 MM Sound, 2* x 2" Combination, 
and the Opaque projectors. 
6* what is the average cost of these projectors? The average 
cost of these projectors as determined from the price lists 
of fifteen well-known, reliable producers is shown in Table 
xvn. 
7. Do the large cities invest more than the smaller towns? Fer 
school, the cities invest more money than the smaller towns, 
but because of the larger enrollment they do not have as 
high a per student expenditure. 
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TABLS XVII 
Shows ths Average Coat of Different Tyne a of Projection Equipment. 
Item Average Cost 
l6 MM Sound Projector ***31.00 
16 KM Sllaat * 176.00 
2* x 2* Slid. • 153.00 
2* x 2* Strip * 57.00 
2" x 2" Combination Slide and Strip 
Projector To. 00 
Lantern Slide Projector 111.00 
Opaque * 160.00 
Overhead • 1U1.00 
g. Do the high schools on the whols think that their present pro¬ 
jection equipment is adequate* Ho. There Is an Indicated 
desire for increase in projection equipment vhich would mean 
Investing an additional twenty-fire psr cent of tho money 
now invested. 
9. ’.'hat is the average amount of money invested at the present 
time for a school of the class that mins is int Group A 
average is one thousand one hundred forty dollars, Group D 
average Is nine hundred fourteen dollars, Group C average it 
six hundred el^ity dollars. 
10. What do administrators of schools the else of mine think is 
adequate projection equipment and how much would It cost* 
Those two questions are extremely difficult to get any average 
answer to because every school has a different type of plant 
and has problems and facilities that are pecvllLar to it alone. 
Bearing in mind these facts, however, Table XYIII, Table XIX, 
and Table XX are an attempt to answer these questions. Tho 
figures in those tables were arrived at by taking the total 
number of pieces of equipment mentioned by each school in 
a given group and dividing this total by the number of schools 
in tho group. This resulting number was then taken as the 
average that a school in that group should have. 
TAMa xvm 
Humber of Each Type of Projector that the City High School* 
Consider as Adequate, and the fetal Value of This Equips®at. 
Item 
s 
Total Indicated As 
Adequate by Schools 
Average School 
Should Have Cost 
16 MK Sound * 2 *s6s.oo 
2* * 2" ComMnation 21 ' 2 i4o.oo 
Opaque 18 1 or 2 162.00 
Lantern 31ids 15 1 or 2 111.00 
Total Cost Sl.2SX.00 
TABLE XXX 
Humber of Xach Type of Projector that the Schools in Towns of 
Oyer fire thousand population Consider as Adequate, and the Total 
Value of this Equipment. 
Item 
Total Indicated As 
Adequate By Schools 
Ayera^e School 
Should Hare Cost 
16 W1 Sound 36 1 or 2 $431.00 
2* * 2* Combination 28 1 70.00 
Opaque 22 1 162.00 
Total Cost t661.00 
- H4 - 
TABK5 XX 
dumber of Each Type of Projector that the Schools in Towns of 
Under Fire Thousand Population Consider a® Adequate, and the Total 
Value of this >Squipmoat. 
Total Indicated At Average School 
Item Adequate by Schools Should Have Cost 
16 MM Sound 37 1 $431.00 
2* * 2” Combination 27 1 70.00 
Total Cost $501.00 
Tables XVIII, XIX, and XX, should give sene indication as to what 
the administrators of each group think would be adequate projection 
equipment for their respective classes of sohools. 
Average Cost of Adequate Equipment — The average cost of projec¬ 
tion equipment that the administrators of the city hi*£ schools think 
would be adequate is approximately one thousand two hundred ei^ity-one 
dollars. The administrators of the Group B schools indicate their 
minimum financial Investment to be six hundred sixty-one dollars. The 
minimum of the Croup C schools as shown by Table XX is five hundred 
one dollars. 
The minimum requirements were arrived at by taking the total num¬ 
ber of each type of projector that was mentioned by the schools under 
the column marked *sehool should have**, on the questionnaire and di¬ 
viding this total by the number of schools in that group. Thu* the 
minimum requirements mentioned above - re the average for each group 
of what the administrators think that they should have, not what they 
do have. 
In Conclusion —* It can be said that the high school* of th« State 
of Massachusetts, as indicated ty the results of this surrey, are of 
i 
the opinion that projection equipment in the hi^h school Is valuable, 
and plays a noteworthy part in aiding the teacher at his task. The 
schools are not only unanimous in their desire for an increase in 
projection equipment, hut they also soe» to he agreed upon which pro¬ 
jectors do the test joh, It ie hoped that this surrey may he of some 
help to the administrators of Massachusetts High Schools large, medium, 
and small. In helping them set up, or improve an already existent. 
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list of MAmnwiCTuiasRS that oohtbihjtbb price ihforkatioi to this strara 
Bell and Ho will Company • 7^00 rcCormick Hoad, Chicago, Illinois. 
Spencer Lea® Company* Buffalo, Hew York. 
Victor Animatograph Corporation, Bareaport, Iowa. 
Keystone Hanufacturlng Company, Boston, Hnssachusette. 
Bemsch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, Hew York. 
Charles Beselar Company, Hev York City, Hew York. 
Automatic Projection Corporation, 131 Vest 52nd Street, He* York 19, Hew York 
Keystone VI©* Cos^aay, Keadettlle, Pennsylvania. 
Society Yor Visual Education, 100 Hast Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois* 
DeVry Corporation, 52 Vanderbilt Arenas, Hew York 17, Hew York. 
DeJur Aaaco Corporation, Long Island City, Hew York. 
Stillflla Incorporated, 8443 Melrose Arenas, Hollywood 46, California. 
Morle-Mite Corporation, 1105 Ast 15th Street, Kansas City 6, Missouri. 
The Aapro Corporation, 2835 ^orth Western Arenas, Chicago 18, Illinois. 
KIsaac Company, Old Greenwich, Connecticut. 
Kastman Kodak Company* Rochester 4, Hew York, 
American Optical Company, Buffalo 15, Saw York. 
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Arapr© Corporation, 2839 R* Western Ave.* Chicago IS, Illinois, 
Bell and Howell Company, 7000 McCormick Road, Chicago 45, Illinois. 
BeVry Corporation, U1 Aral tags As*., Chios#* 11, Illinois. 
Kastman Kodak Corap&ny* Rochester, Rev York, 
* * « 
horio-Mlto Corporation, 1109 X, 15th Street, Kansas City 6, Missouri. 
K C, A, Manufacturing Corporation, Camden, Rev Jersey. 
Victor Aainatograph Corporation, Darenport, Iowa. 
B. nia.trlp «td 2* x Z* 3114. Plto I’roJ.ctwrn 
American Optical Company, Buffalo, Rev York. 
Ampro Corporation, '*>35 *• Western Are,, Chicago 18, Illinois, 
Scotch and Lorab Optical Company, 6f.S Paul Street, Rochester, STov York, 
Bell and Howell Company, Chicago 45, Illinois. 
BeVry Corporation, 111 Armltagt Are., Chicago 11, Illinois. 
East man Kodak Company, Rochester, JTev York, 
Gol&e Manufacturing Company, 1230 W* Madison Street, Chicago 7* Illinois, 
Society for Visual i ducation, Chicago 11, Illinois, 
C, Poaone Projectors* 
American Optical Company, Buffalo 15, Hew York. 
Rausch and Bomb Optical Coeroany, Rochester, Hew York. 
Charles Beseler Company, 131 23rd street, Hew fork 10, Rev York, 
B, ml*. ProJ.ctort 1M x k3_» 
American Optical Company, Buffalo 15, Hew York. 
B&useh and Bomb Optical Comparer, Rochester, Hew York. 
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Chaplet Deseler Company, Saw York 10, Hew York. 
• 1 
Gelds Ksaufacturin^ Corapswy, V. Madison £ treat, Torfc 10f Ecw York, 
Xsystons View Company, Ke&doaville, Pennsylvania. 
i ' • 
x. 
, * i » 4 
American Optical Cen^amy, Buffalo 15» To*fe. 
louech and W Optical Co«p*ny» Rochester, a«cv York* 
Society Tor Visual Kdaoation* Chicago 11* Illinois. 
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(m*5CT*® JtJ&i A COMPILE!) LIST OF THT! RATI OHM* 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 0? TFP 9KSTKD STATES) 
Tbl» compilation is offered as a guide to ths many existent sources 
of films. It is by no mean* exhaustive. The sources hare been grouped 
under the following classifications (1) General Bibliographies of 
Sources j (a) United States Government Departments and Agencies; (3) State 
Department Libraries (4) University and College Libraries in Hew Sng- 
lands (5) Other Sources. 
All information about motion pictures Should be obtained well in ad¬ 
vance of the anticipated showing, since bookings for films ordinarily 
have to be made at least three weeks ahead of schedule. 
A* £<2£tgf 8, At, 
1. General Bibliographies of Bourcesi 
a. American Council on Education. Washington, D. C* 
b. Perkhe inter, mry I., Educators Guide io Prec Fling. 
Educators Proves Service, Randolph, v/isconsin. 
C. lnfy»7 ,qf .VM 157 «Ml Brl. 
street* Chicago, Illinois. 
2. United States Government Departments and Agendas; 
a. Department of Agriculture— Office of Information, Motion 
Picture Service, Fourteenth street end Independence 
Avenue, S, V,, Washington, D. C. 
b. Department of Commerce—Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Coumroe, Motion Picture Division, Fourteenth Street 
and Constitution Avenue, K. w., Washington, D. 0. 
Weather Bureau, Motion Picture Division, Fourteenth Street 
between Constitution Ave. and Kast St., N. W,, Wash¬ 
ington 25, D, C. 
c. Department of the Interior—bureau of Mines, Experiment 
Station, 4g00 Forbes Street, Pittsburg 13, Psnn. 
Bureau of Reclamation, Motion Picture Division, C Street, 
between Eighteenth and Nineteenth Streets, N. W,, Wash¬ 
ington, D. C, 
d* Department of Justice—federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Pennsylvania Avenue at nineteenth Street, R, W., 
Washington 25, », C, 
I’odoral Prison Industries, lac., HOLC Gilding, Pirot 
Street and Indiana Avenue, S, V,, Washington 25, 2. C. 
e* Department of l4*bojw>ivi*ion of labor standards. 
Constitution Avenue and fourteenth street, IT, W, # 
Washington 25* 2. C. 
f. Department of the Treasury—United States Secret Service, 
Fifteenth Street and Penneylvanie Avenue, S, H,, Hash- 
ington 25, B. 0, 
g. Federal Security Agency—Children1 e Bureau, Division of 
Inferp)ation, Constitution Avenue and Fourteenth Street, 
M. ¥., Washington 25* 2. C. 
Office of Education, Termorary Building M, Twenty-Sixth 
and Water Streets, N. W#, Washington 25* D* C, 
For a catalogue, a«ply to the distributor of Office of 
Education Pllj&ai Castle Films, Inc,, RCA luildlag, 
York 20, tfew York, These films deal with air¬ 
craft work, automobile operation end maintenance, 
business education, dentistry, electrical work, engi¬ 
neering, farm work, foundry practice, machine shop 
work, medicine, nursing, optical craftsmanship, pat¬ 
tern making, nlasties work, supervision, radio work, 
refrigeration service, safety, sheet metal work, ship¬ 
building, woodworking, and welding. 
Public Health Service, Washington 25* B, C, Communicate 
with state or local health departments for Information, 
3. State Department libraries} 
a, Massachusetts—Helen B. Cayrity, In Charge of Visual 
Instruction, Massachusetts Department of Education, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 
K University and College libraries! 
* 
a. Connect!cut—David S, Btros, Proctor, Audio-Visual Aids 
Center, University of Connecticut, Storre, Conn, 
b« Maine—0, 8, lutes, Bean, School of Kduoction, University 
of Maine, Orono, Maine, 
c, Massachusetts—Birector, Harvard Film Service, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Mass., aad Abraham Kraaker, 
Director, Division of Teaching Afds, Boston Univer¬ 
sity, Boston, Hass, 
d, Mew Hampshire—Donald k. Smith, Extension Socialist in 
Visual Aids, University of Mew Hampshire, Durham, H. H, 
e, Rhode Island—X, P* Allen, librarian, Rhode Island state 
College, Kingston, R* I* 
f, Vermont—Horace B* Sldjred, Robert Hull Fleming Museum, 
Cla sroom Film library. University of Vermont, Burling¬ 
ton, Vermont* 
5. Other Sources* 
a* fc'uocums and Public Libraries—A nuabor of ranseumo and 
public libraries maintain film collections for national 
or regional distribution. Further information my he 
obtained with record to availability of films in a given 
locality by consulting the state and near-by museums 
and libraries. 
b. Association libraries—^any national and regional asso¬ 
ciations sponsor and distribute films relative to 
their interests. Host of these associations distribute 
films for transportation charges only, 
e. Foreign Films—A great many of tho United Ufetloas have 
film distribution centers in the United Stat s. Motion 
pictures can be borrowed from most of them for trans¬ 
portation chargee only. 
d. Industries—Industrial and other business firms through¬ 
out the country sponsor films relative to their fields 
of Interest. Many of these films car; be used to advan¬ 
tage in tho clone room. They are available for trans¬ 
portation chargee or for a nominal service charge. 
Lists of companies and descriptions of their films can 
1» found In tho "dnest^rg <M.de To vreQ Ftlna. published 
by tho rdueatore lro*Toss Herviee, Randolph, Wisconsin. 
B. "ourceo of Tvtacr.tlosal slides: 
1. Heerost University end College Libraries! 
a, Several colleges and universities maintain libraries of 
slides for distribution on a loan basis. However, this 
service is generally confined to the state In which 
the school is located. This is not always the rule, 
lech of these libraries have slide# on a vide variety 
of subjects; most of them have both the 2* x 2M and 
3 1fh* x U« slides. Uescrlotlvs catalogues can be 
obtained from the following! 
b. Bow Hampshire—Director of Audio-Visual Center, Hewitt 
Hall, University of Hew Hampshire, Durham, Hew * tamp shire, 
2, Nearest Association Libraries! 
a. American Social Hygiene Association, 1790 Droadway, Hew 
York. 
3* Nearest Commercial Producer and Distributor: 
a. Descriptive catalogues can be obtained from any commercial 
autrlbuter. ifcese een be found In 
periodicals dealing with visual aids, and in almost 
any magazine put out for use in the schools, 
b, Keystone View Company, MeaAeville, Pennsylvania—Art, 
English, Health, Mathmatics, Safety, Science, Shop work, 
Social Studies, and Transportation. 
h. Mieeellaneoug Saircoai 
a, d descriptive catalogue can he obtained from the 
Slid* biriaion, ^opartraent of J&ueatloa* American 
t'ueeun of Natural History, Central i*&rk, *est at 
79th Street, Sew York 2*% K. T. 
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